CPSC conducted a testing industry forum and training day on conformity assessment of children’s products on September 11, 2017.

Topics Include:

CPSC Overview | In English | In Chinese
CPSC 3rd Party Testing Program Overview | In English | In Chinese
Tips for Test Reports | In English | In Chinese
Common Design Failures and Preventable Hazards | In English | In Chinese

International Federation of Inspection Agencies (IFIA) - (English: UL, Intertek, Bureau Veritas, TÜV Rheinland, TÜV SÜD, SGS) (Chinese: UL, Intertek, SGS, TÜV Rheinland, Bureau Veritas, TÜV SÜD)

CPSC and the European Commission Directorate for Justice and Consumers conducted a training seminar on designing consumer products to prevent mechanical hazards on September 12, 2017.

Topics Include:

Overview of U.S. Consumer Product Safety Regime | In English | In Chinese
Some Existing Requirements to Prevent Mechanical Hazards in the USA | In English | In Chinese
Common Design Failures and Preventable Hazards | In English | In Chinese

Presentations from Other Speakers can be found here:

European Commission